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Fcr4, Flash Programming
FCR4 family devices have two different kinds of Flash. One Flash is used to store the program code, it is called TC
Flash (Tightly Coupled Flash) or Instruction Flash. The other Flash is likely to be used as a replacement for an external
EEPROM, it is called EE Flash (EEPROM Emulation Flash).
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Introduction
The Cypress Cortex-R4(F) (FCR4) family devices have two different kinds of Flash. One Flash is used to store the
program code, it is called TC Flash (Tightly Coupled Flash) or Instruction Flash. The other Flash is likely to be used
as a replacement for an external EEPROM, it is called EE Flash (EEPROM Emulation Flash). The EE Flash is
optional and may not necessarily be included in every FCR4 family device.
This document describes the requirements and summarizes the most important points that must be considered in
order to program both Flash types. The parallel Flash programming process where the MCU pins are directly mapped
to Flash address/data/control bus signals is not in the scope of this document.
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2

TC Flash programming
This chapter gives information about the TC Flash and its programming process.

2.1

Overview of TC Flash

2.1.1

Features

2.1.2




Up to 8 MB of Flash memory







Accessible via AXI and TCM interface

Multiple separate Flash macros are used to increase the performance by reducing Flash wait states. The number
of Flash macros is device-specific, e.g. MB9DF126 „Atlas‟ comprises 2 macros whereas MB9DF125 „Atlas-L‟
comprises only 1 macro

ECC support
Small and big Flash sectors available with different organization
Protection of sectors is possible
Programming/Erasing via "Auto Algorithm" sequences (or parallel Flash programming, not described in this
document)

Memory map
The following figure shows the memory map of the TC Flash in MCUs with 2 Flash macros and the sector and macro
organization; refer to the Hardware Manual and device specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
Figure 1:TC Flash memory map and organization (MCUs with 2 Flash macros)

The following figure shows the memory map of the TC Flash in MCUs with 1 Flash macro and the sector and macro
organization, refer to the Hardware Manual and device specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
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Figure 2: TC Flash Memory Map and Organization (MCUs with 1 Flash Macro)
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2.2

TC Flash Organization
Every Flash macro provides 8 small Flash sectors (S0 - S7) of 8 KB size each and 16 big sectors (S8 - S23) of 64 KB
size each. Besides general Flash status and control registers there is also a certain set of Flash status control
registers for every macro that is implemented in an MCU. Refer to chapter 2.1.2 Memory map for a better
understanding of the available sectors and their organization that is described in the following sub-chapters.

2.2.1

S e c t o r I n t e r l e a vi n g
The sectors are organized in an "interleaved" manner, where two sectors are used to build up a 64-bit word. This
means that subsequent 32-bit accesses to increasing addresses are made to different sectors.

2.2.2

M a c r o I n t e r l e a vi n g
The TC Flash in MB9DF126 „Atlas‟ is built up from two separate Flash macros 'A' and 'B'. The sectors in these Flash
macros are called SA0, SA1, SA2, … and SB0, SB1, SB2, … respectively.
The small sector areas of these 2 Flash macros are placed consecutively in the address map, but for the big sectors
macro interleaving will be applied. This means that a 128-bit word is built up of 2 64-bit words from every Flash
macro. These 64-bit words are again built up of 2 sectors, and as a result of this the 128-bit word is placed across 4
different sectors (2 of each Flash macro).

2.2.3

Conclusion
Due to sector and macro interleaving one always has to consider which macros and sectors are affected by a desired
action.
For example in case a certain part of code shall be erased by using the sector erase command, one has to obey the
following procedure:

2.3

1.

Determine whether the code is located in the big or small sector area

2.

Identify the occupied sectors of the code that shall be erased. Most likely at least 2 sectors for small sector code
and at least 4 sectors for big sector code must be erased.

3.

Issue the sector erase command on every affected macro (most likely 1 macro for small sector code and 2
macros for big sector code). The adding of sectors to the sector erase command ("multiple sector erasing") is
only possible for sectors on the same Flash macro

4.

Check the status feedback of every affected Flash macro by reading its related status register or the HW
sequence flags.

Special TC Flash areas
There are various so called "description records" that are located at pre-determined and fixed addresses in the small
sector areas of the Flash macros. Their existence must be considered when programming / erasing the Flash. For the
occupied addresses and organization of these description records refer to Hardware Manual chapter 14a “Boot ROM
Software Interface”

2.3.1

Boot Description Record
This description record defines the start-up / boot behavior of the MCU. There is only one such description record that
is located in Flash macro A

2.3.2

Main Security Description Record
This description record defines some global security settings for the MCU, e.g., a 128-bit device security key, a 128bit field failure analysis key and other control bits. There is only one such description record that is located in Flash
macro A.

If a wrong configuration is written to the Main Security Description Record it may no
longer be possible to access the MCU. In order to recover from this state the MCU must
be put in a Flash parallel programming tool and a Flash macro erase must be triggered.
2.3.3

TC Flash Security Description Record
Every Flash macro contains a TC Flash Security Description Record, where two permission sets, a key to change the
active permission set and a so-called link key for "inter-macro security" can be configured. In the permission sets the
read, write, and execute permissions can be configured for every Flash sector individually
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2.4

Preconditions for TC Flash Programming / Erasing
Following preconditions must be met before any command (e.g. program, erase, ...) can be executed on the TC
Flash:




Code must be run in privileged mode. Privileged are all ARM modes besides User (USR) mode.



Writing to Flash must be enabled by setting TCFCFG_FCFGR_WE (because also the command sequences are
actually write accesses to Flash). The TCFCFG_FCFGR register is a protected register. Before executing the
write access, the register must be unlocked by writing a protection key to the TCFCFG_FCPROTKEY register.



A device security setting may have already been configured. If for example an external software tool wants to
access the MCU via JTAG in order to upload a Flash programming kernel, the MCU must be unsecured first.
Refer to the device security related chapter in the Hardware Manual.



Flash security settings for one or more sectors may have been configured. There may exist different Flash
permission sets that can be switched by providing the correct key. One could be used for normal program run
mode whereas the other could allow Flash programming to enable application updates. This must be regarded in
order to avoid errors during the programming process.



Data cache must be disabled temporarily before the Flash command sequences are executed, otherwise they
may not be recognized as command sequences because the write accesses do not reach the Flash interface,
but are kept in cache. It may be sufficient to just set the AXI address area of the TCFLASH as non-cacheable
using the Cortex-R4 MPU



Any exception that could possibly occur while Flash content is modified (i.e. erased or written) like a Data Abort
exception, any NMI exception or IRQs if not disabled, must have a corresponding exception handler that is
placed in RAM.



Code that handles the watchdog will also be not executable if not placed in RAM.

Code must not be executed from Flash macros that are affected by the Flash commands. For most cases, it
might be necessary to download or copy the Flash routines to a RAM in the target MCU. For some use cases, it
might be possible to run the routines from Flash (e.g. programming of Flash macro A with Flash routines that are
located in small sectors of Flash macro B).

2.5

TC Flash Access Methods

2.5.1

Address Space
The TC Flash has two bus interfaces and therefore it can be accessed using different address ranges. One of these
interfaces connects to the ARM TCM interface and the other one is connected via AXI to the high-performance bus
matrix (refer the figure below).
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Figure 3: TC Flash System Connectivity

Following address ranges can be used for accessing the TC Flash, refer to the device specific datasheet for the
actual addresses:





via TC Flash AXI (must be used for any Flash command sequences and reading hardware sequence flags!)
via TCM interface directly from CPU core
®

®

via Arm Cortex -R4 AXI slave port routed to TCM interface
If code is linked to the TCM interface address space the programming software must be responsible for adding the
required offset to the addresses, so that the TC Flash AXI address space is used for programming.

The possibility to link code and data to TCM interface address space depends on
whether the actual used device is included in the list of affected devices of Customer
Information document CI707-00003!

2.5.2

A r m M e m o r y T yp e s
The whole address space in any Cortex-R4 controller (and others) is divided in various areas. Each of these areas is
assigned a default ARM memory type attribute. One of the following three memory type attributes is possible for any
area (with some sub-attributes like shared, non-shared, cacheable, non-cacheable):





Strongly Ordered
Device

Normal
An important difference between „Normal‟ type memory and „Device‟/‟Strongly Ordered‟ type memory is that the
Cortex-R4 core is allowed to merge store instructions that are addressed to „Normal‟ type memory. The abovementioned TC Flash AXI address space starts at address 0x01000000 which belongs to a „Normal‟ type memory area
of the default memory map. Flash commands consist of multiple store instructions, hence there is the very likely
chance that these write instructions are merged to a lower number of actual executed Flash accesses. As a result,
the TC Flash interface will not recognize these instructions as valid Flash commands.
Example:
The following Flash command sequence
1.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0
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2.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1

3.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0

4.

Write programming data to programming address

may result in the following actually executed accesses:
1.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0

2. Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1
3.

Write programming data to programming address

In the example above the core has merged the two write accesses to cmd_addr0 and only writes the latest data value
because there is no awareness that these writes actually have an effect at the target as long as the target is assigned
the „Normal‟ memory type.
Merging happens in a store buffer that is included in the CPU core.
There are three possibilities to overcome these implications:

2.5.3



By using a DSB instruction after any instruction of the Flash command sequence. The DSB instruction drains the
Cortex-R4 internal store buffer so that merging is not possible any longer



Changing the memory type attribute of the TC Flash AXI address space to „Device‟ or „Strongly Ordered‟ memory
type. This re-assignment can be achieved by using the ARM Cortex-R4 memory protection unit (MPU).



While the core is in debug state every instruction that is executed via Instruction Transfer Register drains the
store buffer, so that merging cannot happen

Access Width
Command sequences can be written with any access width and only the least significant byte will serve as the
"command byte", but for the actual programming access (writing programming data to address that shall be
programmed) the possible access width is dependent on the TC Flash ECC setting:



ECC enabled (TCFCFG_FECCCTRL_ECCOFF == 0):
Use 32-bit access!



ECC disabled (TCFCFG_FECCCTRL_ECCOFF == 1):
8-, 16-, 32-bit access can be used
The Flash macros actually support only 16-bit accesses. When using 32-bit accesses one has to execute the
programming sequence to the same address with the same data twice. It is automatically taken care by the TC Flash
interface to program the least significant 16-bit of programming data on the first access and the most significant 16-bit
of programming data on the second access. In that way the TC Flash can also correctly calculate and program the
ECC data for the whole 32-bit word on the second programming access. Refer also to descriptions of bits
TCFCFG_FSTATn_WR32F and TCFCFG_FICTRLn_WR32FC.
The ECC enable/disable bit is writable only once after reset. Data that had been programmed with ECC disabled
should not be accessed when ECC is enabled (initial state after reset) because ECC bits will not be programmed if
ECC is disabled.

2.6

TC Flash Command Sequences
A command sequence consists of 1 to 6 "cycles" where certain data is written to certain addresses in the Flash
address space. There are 4 possible address types that are used to form the command sequence:





PA (programming address): Address where data shall be programmed



cmd_addr1 (command address 1): Another address similar to cmd_addr0. Refer description of cmd_addr0
There are 2 possible types of data values that must be written to the addresses mentioned above:



PD (programming data): The data that actually shall be programmed

SA (sector address): Any address inside the sector that is the target for the command (e.g. sector erase)
cmd_addr0 (command address 0): A certain address inside the sector that is the target for the command. It is
used to build up a command sequence. Some parts of the actual value are also dependent on whether the target
sector is a small or big sector and whether it is located in Flash macro A or B
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certain command data: A fixed value (depending on the type of command sequence and the cycle in the
sequence), e.g. 0xF0, 0xAA, 0x55, …

The command address offsets can be found in the table below (but always check and compare with latest official
documents like Hardware Manual and Datasheets). The offsets must be applied to masked target addresses to get
the full command addresses as can be seen in an example further below:

Cmd address
type

MCU type

2 macros
1 macro

Big sector
(macro A)

Small sector*

Big sector
(macro B)

cmd_addr0

0xs550

0x2AA0

0x2AA8

cmd_addr1

0xsAA8

0x1550

0x1558

cmd_addr0

0xs550

0x1550

cmd_addr1

0xsAA8

0x0AA8

*nibble „s‟:






s[3:1]: keep target sector address value
s[0]:

„1‟ for cmd_addr0
„0‟ for cmd_addr1
Example:
Target address for programming shall be 0x017FC014 (which is in a small sector)
cmd_addr0 = (0x017FC014 & 0xFFFFE000) + 0x1550 = 0x017FD550
cmd_addr1 = (0x017FC014 & 0xFFFFE000) + 0x0AA8 = 0x017FCAA8

For example the sequence to program the data "PD" to the address "PA" is as follows:
1.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0

2.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1

3.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0

4.

Write PD to PA

The correct way of programming data if ECC is enabled is the following:
1.

Optionally check TCFCFG_FSTATn_WR32F for the correct state. This flag is toggled automatically by the TC
Flash interface on subsequent programming accesses and controls which part of the 32-bit data + ECC bits are
programmed

2.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

3.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1 (any access width)

4.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

5.

Write 32-bit PD to PA (use 32-bit access width, 32-bit aligned!)

6.

Check programming status

7.

Repeat steps 1 - 6

The following figure shows the Flash command sequences of the TC Flash, refer to the Hardware Manual and device
specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
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Figure 4: Overview of TC Flash Command Sequences

2.7

Retrieving Status Information from TC Flash
Before and / or after executing a command sequence one probably wants to be informed about the current status of
the Flash macros or the command. There are two possibilities to retrieve status information from the Flash macros,
one is to read the status bits from the Flash interface registers and the other one is to read the so called hardware
sequence flags. Both methods can also be used in conjunction, of course.

2.7.1

Status Register
Every Flash macro provides its own status register TCFCFG_FSTATn. In this register a RDY and HANG bit can be
found together with their corresponding RDYINT and HANGINT interrupt flags that are set on the transition from 0 to
1 of the corresponding status bit. These flags can be cleared by using their clear bits in the TCFCFG_FICTRLn
register. The interrupts can be enabled there as well if this is desired.

2.7.2

Hardware Sequence Flags
More detailed information about the current Flash macro state can be retrieved by reading the Flash macro hardware
sequence flags.
The Flash macro interface modifies the data that is read from the Flash while a command is in progress or the Flash
macro is in a special state. It depends on the command whether the hardware sequence flags are read from any
Flash address or just from addresses in a specific sector. For example when the Sector Erase Suspend command
has been executed successfully, a read access to the sectors that have been marked for erasure returns the
hardware sequence flags that will indicate that these sectors are in Sector Erase Suspend state. Reading other
sectors will return the "real" data that had been programmed to the Flash.
Toggle bits are included in the hardware sequence flags so that reading flags can be distinguished from reading real
data, because the toggle bits will change their state ('0' to '1' and vice versa) on every read access.
The following figure shows the hardware sequence flags of the TC Flash, refer to the Hardware Manual and device
specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
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Figure 5: Overview of Hardware Sequence Flags

2.8

Differences of MCUs with 1 Flash Macro and 2 Flash Macros
Following list shall summarize the points which need to be considered when developing software that shall handle
MCUs with 1 Flash macro and MCUs with 2 Flash macros.
Item

3

Difference

Command addresses

The command addresses for the big sectors differ (see chapter 2.6)

Control & Status registers

In 1 macro devices the SW does no longer need to distinguish the target macro to access the
correct pair of Flash Control and Status registers (TCFCFG_FICTRLn and TCFCFG_FSTATn)

Flash size

Available Flash address space is different, e.g. if driver functions include parameter checks, the
range must be adapted (see chapter 2.1.2)

Big sector organization

The address increment to get from one pair of interleaved big sectors of a Flash macro to the
next pair of big sectors of the same macro is different (see chapter 2.1.2)

EE Flash Programming
This chapter gives information about the EE Flash and its programming process.

3.1

Overview of EE Flash
Differences in the feature set of EEFLASH are mainly caused by the availability of SHE (Secure Hardware Extension)
in the actual used device.
For a detailed list of differences refer to the following Hardware Manual chapters:



3.1.1

Chapter 10 “EEPROM Emulation Flash”
Chapter 10a “EEPROM Emulation Flash and SHE”

Features




Up to 8 sectors of 8 KB Flash memory each



Optional Command Sequencer Mode that handles the Flash programming command sequence. Can be
combined with DMA operation



ECC support

Programming/Erasing via "Auto Algorithm" sequences (or parallel Flash programming, not described in this
document)
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3.1.2

Protection of sectors is possible
Support of two address mirror areas

Memory Map
The following figure shows the memory map of the EE Flash on MB9DF126 „Atlas‟ and the address mirror and sector
organization, refer to the Hardware Manual and device specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure and for
the absolute addresses.
Figure 6: EE Flash Address Mirror Organization

Figure 7: EE Flash Sector Organization
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3.2

EE Flash Organization
In contrast to the TC Flash the organization of EE Flash sectors is rather simple. The EE Flash macro provides up to
8 Flash sectors (S0 - S7) of 8 KB size each, that are consecutively placed in the memory map without using any
sector interleaving.

3.3

Special EE Flash Areas
There is a so called Security Description Record that is located at a pre-determined and fixed address in the EE
Flash. Its existence must be considered when programming / erasing the Flash. For the occupied addresses and
organization of this description record refer to Hardware Manual chapter 14a “Boot ROM Software Interface”

3.3.1

EE Flash Security Description Record
The EE Flash contains an EE Flash Security Description Record, where two permission sets, a key to change the
active permission set and a so called link key for "inter-macro security" can be configured. In the permission sets for
every Flash sector the read, write, and execute permissions can be configured separately

3.4

Preconditions for EE Flash Programming / Erasing
Following preconditions must be met before any command (e.g. program, erase, ...) can be executed on the EE
Flash:



Writing to Flash must be enabled by setting EEFCFG_CR_WE (because also the command sequences are
actually write accesses to Flash). The EEFCFG_CR register is a protected register. Before executing the write
access, the register must be unlocked by writing a protection key to the EEFCFG_CPR register. This
configuration must be executed in privileged mode. Privileged are all ARM modes besides User (USR) mode. In
contrast to the TC Flash all command sequences to EE Flash can also be executed in non-privileged mode.



A device security setting may have already been configured. If for example an external software tool wants to
access the MCU via JTAG in order to upload a Flash programming kernel, the MCU must be unsecured first.
Refer to the device security related chapter in the Hardware Manual.



Flash security settings for one or more sectors may have been configured. There may exist different Flash
permission sets that can be switched by providing the correct key. One could be used for normal program run
mode whereas the other could allow Flash programming to enable application updates. This must be regarded in
order to avoid errors during the programming process.

3.5

EE Flash Access Methods

3.5.1

Address Space
The EE Flash is accessible via two different address mirror areas. Refer chapter 3.1.2



Mirror 1: This mirror should be used for programming. The current state of EEFCFG_ECR_ECCOFF is regarded
on read and write accesses



Mirror 2: This mirror allows reading and writing the EE Flash without ECC functionality independent of the current
EEFCFG_ECR_ECCOFF state

3.5.2

A R M M e m o r y T yp e s
The problem of the default ARM memory type for TC Flash address space that is described in chapter 2.5.2 does not
apply to the EE Flash because it is located in an area with the „Device‟ memory type attribute. Hence, store merging
does not occur.

3.5.3

Access Width
Command sequences can be written with any access width and only the least significant byte will serve as the
"command byte", but for the actual programming access (writing programming data to address that shall be
programmed) the possible access width is dependent on the EE Flash ECC setting:



ECC enabled (EEFCFG_ECR_ECCOFF == 0):
Use 32-bit access!



ECC disabled (EEFCFG_ECR_ECCOFF == 1):
8-, 16-, 32-bit access can be used
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The Flash macro actually supports only 16-bit accesses. When using 32-bit accesses one has to execute the
programming sequence to the same address with the same data twice. It is automatically taken care by the EE Flash
interface to program the least significant 16-bit of programming data on the first access and the most significant 16-bit
of programming data on the second access if the Automatic Mode (EEFCFG_WMER_AME == 1) is enabled
beforehand. In that way the EE Flash can also correctly calculate and program the ECC data for the whole 32-bit
word on the second programming access.
The ECC enable/disable bit is writable only once after reset. Data that had been programmed with ECC disabled
should not be accessed when ECC is enabled (initial state after reset) because ECC bits will not be programmed if
ECC is disabled.

3.6

EE Flash Command Sequences
A command sequence consists of 1 to 6 "cycles" where certain data is written to certain addresses in the Flash
address space. There are 4 possible address types that are used to form the command sequence:





PA (programming address): Address where data shall be programmed
SA (sector address): Any address inside the sector that is the target for the command (e.g. sector erase)
cmd_addr0 (command address 0): A certain address inside the sector that is the target for the command. It is
used to build up a command sequence.



cmd_addr1 (command address 1): Another address similar to cmd_addr0. Refer description of cmd_addr0
There are 2 possible types of data values that must be written to the addresses mentioned above:




PD (programming data): The data that actually shall be programmed
certain command data: A fixed value (depending on the type of command sequence and the cycle in the
sequence), e.g. 0xF0, 0xAA, 0x55, …

For example the sequence to program the data "PD" to the address "PA" is as follows:
1.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0

2.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1

3.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0

4.

Write PD to PA

The correct way of programming data if ECC is enabled and the Automatic Write Mode shall be used is the following:
1.

Set EEFCFG_WMER_AME to „1‟

2.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

3.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1 (any access width)

4.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

5.

Write 32-bit PD to PA (use 32-bit access width, 32-bit aligned!)

6.

Check programming status

7.

Repeat steps 2 - 6

The correct way of programming data if ECC is enabled and the Manual Write Mode shall be used is the following:
1.

Set EEFCFG_WMER_MME to „0‟ (and ensure that EEFCFG_WMER_AME is set to „0‟)

2.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

3.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1 (any access width)

4.

Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

5.

Write 32-bit PD to PA (use 32-bit access width, 32-bit aligned!)

6.

Check programming status
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7.

Set EEFCFG_WMER_MME to „1‟

8.

Write 0xAA to cmd_addr0 (any access width)

9.

Write 0x55 to cmd_addr1 (any access width)

10. Write 0xA0 to cmd_addr0 (any access width)
11. Write 32-bit PD to PA (use 32-bit access width, 32-bit aligned!)
12. Check programming status
The following figure shows the Flash command sequences of the EE Flash on MB9DF126 „Atlas‟, refer to the
Hardware Manual and device specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
Figure 8: Overview of EE Flash Command Sequences

3.7

Retrieving Status Information from EE Flash
Before and / or after executing a command sequence one probably wants to be informed about the current status of
the Flash macro or the command. There are two possibilities to retrieve status information from the Flash macro, one
is to read the status bits from the Flash interface registers and the other one is to read the so called hardware
sequence flags. Both methods can also be used in conjunction, of course.

3.7.1

Status Register
The EE Flash macro provides the status register EEFCFG_SR. In this register a RDY and HANG bit can be found
together with their corresponding RDYINT and HANGINT interrupt flags that are set on the transition from 0 to 1 of
the corresponding status bit. These flags can be cleared by using their clear bits in the EEFCFG_ICR register. The
interrupts can be enabled there as well if this is desired.

3.7.2

Hardware Sequence Flags
More detailed information about the current Flash macro state can be retrieved by reading the Flash macro hardware
sequence flags.
The Flash macro interface modifies the data that is read from the Flash while a command is in progress or the Flash
macro is in a special state. It depends on the command whether the hardware sequence flags are read from any
Flash address or just from addresses in a specific sector. For example when the Sector Erase Suspend command
has been executed successfully, a read access to the sectors that have been marked for erasure returns the
hardware sequence flags that will indicate that these sectors are in Sector Erase Suspend state. Reading other
sectors will return the "real" data that had been programmed to the Flash.
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Toggle bits are included in the hardware sequence flags so that reading flags can be distinguished from reading real
data, because the toggle bits will change their state ('0' to '1' and vice versa) on every read access.
The following figure shows the hardware sequence flags of the EE Flash on MB9DF126 „Atlas‟, refer to the Hardware
Manual and device specific datasheet for the latest version of this figure.
Figure 9: Overview of Hardware Sequence Flags

3.8

Command Sequencer Mode and DMA Mode
The Command Sequencer Mode supports the programming of the EE Flash. If this mode is enabled the Flash
programming command sequence is handled by hardware inside the EE Flash interface.



Using Command Sequencer Mode is only possible if ECC is enabled (EEFCFG_ECR_ECCOFF == 0), hence
only 32-bit write accesses are allowed



As long as Command Sequencer Mode is enabled, no other Flash commands are recognized because they are
treated as normal writes that will program the respective command addresses.




Before writing a word it must be waited for the Command Sequencer to become idle (EEFCFG_WSR_ST == 0)
If the DMA Mode (EEFCFG_WCR_DMAEN == 1) together with Command Sequencer Mode is enabled, the EE
Flash interface will generate a DMA request on the transition of the Command Sequencer to the idle state. If a
DMA transfer is configured appropriately, large amounts of data can be programmed to EE Flash autonomously.
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4

Appendix

4.1

References
Related documents for further information are listed in the table below:
Ref.
#

Document file name

Description

1

FCR4_Cluster_Series_Hardware_Manual.pdf

FCR4 Cluster Series Hardware Manual

2

mb9df126-ds707-00002-e.pdf

FCR4 Cluster Series MB9DF126 - ATLAS Datasheet

3

DDI0363D_cortexr4_r1p3_trm.pdf

ARM Cortex-R4 and Cortex-R4F Technical Reference Manual

4

DDI0406B_arm_architecture_reference_manu
al_errata_markup_4_0.pdf

ARM® Architecture Reference Manual ARM®v7-A and ARM®v7-R
edition
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